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The Word of
God changes a
community
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Delivering the first
of six new airplanes
for use in PNG

EBOLA OUTBREAK: MAF Responds
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Our
missionaries
change the
ending for
countless
people
around the
world . . .

Brad Bell
President & CEO
MAF Canada
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hen I look at the ministry of
MAF, it may seem like our
planes have the most profound
impact, however it is the lives that our
missionary families live overseas that
often leave the most significant and
lasting impression on the communities
they are a part of.
When I was visiting the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DRC), I had a
conversation with a former Missionary
Kid. He had grown up in the DRC, and
he was now serving as a missionary
doing IT work, writing software for use
in remote hospitals. On this particular
trip with MAF, he was flying out to do
installation and training work in an
isolated village.
He shared that he is not able to reach
many of the hospitals that he services
without MAF flights. He also remembers
flying back and forth to school with
MAF when he was a child. When I asked
him what impacted him the most about
his experience with MAF, I found his
answer very interesting. Although he
clearly relied on MAF to fly him, the
legacy impact for him was the personal
relationship he had with an MAF Pilot
that invested in him when he attended
the youth group at the local church.
This MAF Pilot’s faithful leadership in

the church spoke into this young man’s
life and helped to cement his Christian
walk. The impact had nothing to do
with a plane or the Pilot’s flying skill,
it was instead this Pilot sharing his life
and leadership with this young person.
Our missionaries change the ending
for countless people around the world;
impacting the course of the lives of the
people they live among in big and small
ways, even when the plane is not flying.
From leading Bible studies, to helping
in schools, orphanages, churches,
outreach programs, and beyond, there
are so many ways that they serve the
people around them beyond the flights
that MAF provides.
As our staff families invest in
meaningful ways in their communities,
they are having a real and enduring
impact on the people around them. It’s
not just service that they deliver with
MAF, but the love, caring and Christian
witness to those around them that
creates strong relationships and deep
roots in the places they call home as
they serve with MAF.
Thank you for helping our staff serve
through your prayer and financial
support. You enable them to bring hope
in some of the most difficult areas of the
world in such real and tangible ways.

The current outbreak of the Ebola virus disease continues in the north-eastern region of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, with over 500 cases reported. Recently, MAF delivered 550kg of
vaccines, transported on dry ice, from Goma to Beni for distribution by the World Health Organization,
with the Ministry of Health, and their partners. Additional medical supplies and 30 motorcycle tires
for their on-the-ground vaccine administration teams were also among the cargo delivered to Beni,
the epicentre of the current outbreak, to support the efforts to treat and contain the deadly disease.

Thank you for your kind generosity in supporting MAF’s
Sulawesi Disaster Response efforts. Together we have been
able to provide relief in the form of food, medicines, and
most of all hope to the people of Sulawesi.

YOUR SUPPORT OF MAF’s RELIEF EFFORTS
HELPED TO MULTIPLY THE EFFECTIVNESS OF THE
FOLLOWING PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS:

149

HOURS
FLOWN
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Pilots based in Wewak,
Papua New Guinea travel
to the remote village of
Nungwaia several times
each month where they
distribute low-cost Bibles in
print and electronic form.

237

FLIGHTS
MADE

44,782

669

53

kgs of CARGO PASSENGERS LOCATIONS
CARRIED
TRANSPORTED ACCESSED

Ethnos360 ∞ Indonesian Aid ∞ World Vision ∞ Operation Blessing
International ∞ Christian Missionary Alliance Indonesia ∞ CRU ∞
Sulawesi Central Government Offices Swiss Humanitarian Aid ∞
Samaritan’s Purse ∞ Food for the Hungry ∞ ISAR International Search
and Rescue Germany Water Mission International ∞ Alpha Omega
Medical Ministry ∞ Countless individuals and local churches

Photo LuAnne Cadd
Photo (opposite) Mandy Glass

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Christian organization whose mission is to fly light aircraft and use other technologies in isolated
parts of the world to bring help and hope to people in need. Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the Good News of Jesus Christ in places
of deepest human need – where flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline. Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights a day. Mission Aviation
Fellowship of Canada is a Canadian registered charity (Registration # 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to issue receipts for income tax
purposes. Financial statements are available on request. Every gift helps! Please mail your gift, visit us at mafc.org, or call us toll-free at
1.877.351.9344. Gifts allocated toward an approved project will be used as allocated with the understanding that once project needs are
met, gifts will be used where needed most.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is a charter
member of the Canadian Council of Christian Charities.

Mailing Address 264 Woodlawn Rd. W., Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344 E-mail info@mafc.org Website mafc.org

Flying for Life is published by Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada and printed in Canada. Editor Beth Round / Layout Mark Field.
Country statistics cited are taken from the World Factbook and World Health Organization. Share your comments by contacting us at
flyingforlife@mafc.org. Cover People gather around an MAF Cessna Caravan in Papua New Guinea Photo LuAnne Cadd
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Every Story Starts Somewhere,
but for many, where it begins is
also where it ends.
Because of where they were born,
millions of people living in remote
jungles, rugged mountains, and vast
deserts are cut off from medical
care, education, clean water,
community development, and hope.
We believe they have the same
potential as anyone else, and given
the chance, many could go on to
accomplish the incredible. They
can rewrite their stories and change
the course of their families, their
communities, and even the world.
All they need is an opportunity.
Look for the Change the Ending
logo throughout this issue of Flying
for Life, and read about the lives that
are being changed because of the
support of people like you.

The MAF Business Club is an
invitation for local business
leaders and community
influencers from across
Canada to participate in
the fundraising of special
MAF projects that will help
change the ending for
isolated and vulnerable
people throughout the
world.
We’re building the program
community by community, and
we’re looking for local business leaders
who will partner with us.
If you’re a business leader and are
interested in starting an MAF Business
Club chapter in your community, visit
mafc.org/businessclub or contact Alex
Henderson at ahenderson@mafc.org.

Leave a legacy of hope!
Whether you’re sending a simple gift, or a more complex gift such as stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, gifts of insurance, gifts in a will, or setting up a family foundation,
Abundance Canada can assist you and advise on the right gifting solution. We can also
facilitate anonymous donations.

We’re always looking for IT Specialists to
support computer and software systems and
communications networks that are vital to
our operations around the world.

Personal consultations are free, confidential and with no obligation. Connect with
Abundance Canada today!

Learn more at abundance.ca/mafcanada or call 1.800.772.3257

Visit mafc.org/recruiting to learn more.

Generosity changes everything

Abundance Canada is a faith-based, public foundation assisting Canadians with their charitable giving for more
than 40 years. Charitable Registration No. 12925-3308-RR0001

Photo Mark Hewes
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Nungwaia is one of the many remote villages that MAF
serves in Papua New Guinea (PNG). Recently, the Pilots
have been reporting amazing changes in the community,
with Bibles selling out each time they fly there.
story Judith Dupuis photos Judith Dupuis & Mandy Glass

“S

omething big spiritually is
happening in Nungwaia - each
time I land there I sell-out of
Bibles, I’m selling hundreds!” Michael
would exclaim every time he returned
from there. His stories were spreading
throughout the program with great
excitement. Each plane in PNG is loaded
with a ‘Bible Box’, stocked with Bibles
and other Christian materials translated
into the Tok-Pisin language, (with over
850 languages spoken in PNG, Tok-Pisin
is the one common language that most
learn for trade and communication with
other tribes).
These materials are sold at a price
much below the true cost to people who
flock to the plane when it arrives. Often
this is the only way that they can receive
the Word of God, and study materials to
encourage them in their faith. It may

seem odd to charge for these materials,
but in fact it provides a great sense of
dignity for the people when they are able
to purchase their own Bible with their
own money. It also helps to ensure that
these resources are valued and will not
go to waste, while still keeping them
affordable. On these recent flights, not
only was Michael selling hundreds of
Bibles, but also solar-powered audio
Bibles and the Jesus film on CD.
When Sepik Area familiarization
training was arranged for Caravan Pilot
Mathias Glass to fly with Michael, Mandy
Glass, (PNG Communications Officer),
received permission for herself and me
to travel to Nungwaia for a day on their
training flight to ﬁnd out more about the
people’s hunger for God’s Word.
Having arrived at Nungwaia, we
videotaped the aircraft departing.

We enjoyed a fantastic view from an
embankment above the 412 metre
airstrip until the brightly coloured
Cessna faded-away into the overcast sky.
Our MAF airstrip agent, Mark Titus, and
his brother Matias, escorted the two of
us, surrounded by a throng of villagers,
along a dirt path.
Twenty minutes later we arrived at the
community’s only elementary school.
We were introduced to the small children
by Principal and teacher Josiah. It was
heartwarming and encouraging for us
to see them excited to display their work,
and recite their knowledge of English
and math skills. After another 20 minute
walk, we were greeted by all of the
teachers and students from the Middle
School and head teacher, Rosalind. A
scripture verse was read and then we
presented the school with a Bible in their

local language, Tok Pisin, and a globe of
the world.
As we continued our walk through
Nungwaia, my mind was overwhelmed
with the sense that there was something
different about everyone we had been
encountering; Love, joy, peace, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, selfcontrol, those were the words that were
touching my spirit.
Continuing on our quest to learn
about the demand for Bibles, we were
greeted by Pastor Ezekiel and a group
of members from the community.
We all entered a thatched-roof shelter
to escape from the sun. We opened
the box of Bibles we had brought to
the village and before we knew it our
Bible-Box was sold out. Pastor Ezekiel
explained to us: “When the Bible came
into this community, people discovered
it contains the powerful Word of God
and it gives life to those who read it.
When they get a Bible and consume
the Word of God, they have turned their
backs on past behaviours like fighting,
murder, adultery, wife beating, smoking
brus (tobacco), spak-brus (marijuana)
drinking beer and poison (moonshine).
“They have given up old habits,
renounced sinful ways and found joy in
their new life. Focus is more on family

life and walking with the Lord through
the Bible. Our need of people wanting
Bibles has increased and shows that
many people have received the Lord as
their Master and Saviour. The leaders

and pastors read the Bible and pray
over sick people and they are healed,
the Bible shows that the Word of God
has the healing power to the people of
Nungwaia.”
Wow, we found our answer, but
it didn’t end there. As the last of the
Tok-Pisin audio-Bibles were sold, one
woman continued the conversation:

“….the mothers at Nungwaia community
are so excited about the audio-Bibles.
Many mothers do not know how to read,
and even if they did, it may take many
hours and they would hardly understand
or figure out what they have read. The
audio-Bible speaks everything! They
can listen while gardening, cooking,
sleeping, or just sitting around. It has
greatly helped the mothers and they are
grateful. They hope every mother can
own an audio-Bible for herself. This also
helps the children who do not know how
to read. When the Bible speaks to them
they listen attentively and it helps them“.
As we continued walking back to
the airstrip we passed a big church,
Matias explained, “We have only one
church in this community, (South Seas
Evangelical Church), it is the center of
our community. Now there’s no tribal
fighting or debating, no divisions; people
aren‘t afraid of other tribes, so many are
coming freely.
“Each night of the week something
is happening at the church: Monday:
Youth Night, Tuesday: Women’s Group,
Wednesday: Men’s Group, Thursday
& Friday nights are family nights, and
Saturday and Sunday we have different
worship services. For special services like
Christmas and Easter the four smaller

Bible Distribution
at Nungwaia
Flying For Life Winter 2019
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Story Lesley Miller
Photos Mark & Kelly Hewes
communities come to worship with us.
There isn’t enough room for everyone
inside the church so people sit outside
on the grass.” What a testimony to the
unity of community spirit!
While we waited for our MAF Caravan
to return, we took the opportunity to
visit Nungwaia Health Clinic and chat
with their staff of five nurses, they were
so glad to be able to thank MAF for the
many flights they provide. July had
been an especially busy month for the
MAF Cessna Caravan to support the
clinic in Nungwaia: The MAF plane flew
four separate trips for medevacs from
Nungwaia referring critical patients
to Wewak’s Borom General Hospital;
the MAF aircraft was also involved in
transporting participants into Nungwaia
for the annual Christian Nurses
Fellowship meetings. With each trip,
Captain Mike sold out the Bible Box and
left with requests to bring more back.
Nurse Maureen shares “Many patients
from the surrounding communities of
Nungwaia area that come to the Health
Centre will also leave their Bible money
with Nurse Shirley to buy Bibles from
MAF Balus Pilots (balus is Tok Pisin
for plane) and then they come back
to Nungwaia to pick up their Bible at
a later date. Nungwaia community
is experiencing revival just like that
recorded in Acts chapter 2, more people
are coming to know God, and they will
need more Bibles.”
Nurse Shirley told us how much time
and physical effort is saved when MAF
aircraft are also able to fly in the clinic’s
medical supplies and vaccines from
Bugram Health Centre Office based
in Wewak. “It’s so much easier as our

medical supplies reach us sooner and
stay in good condition,” she beams.
Without MAF, when it is the dry season
the Public Motor Vehicle (PMV) the
nurses use to pick up these supplies
from Wewak travels closer to the clinic,
leaving them with just a 20 minute walk
from the final bus stop to the clinic.
During the rainy season, however, the
nurses leave here and walk 6-7 hours to
the closest PMV bus stop before travelling
another 8 hours to Wewak. “Recently we
had to carry 21 kgs of vaccines with ice
packs and another 28 cartons of medical
supplies for Nungwaia. We had arranged
several people to help walk back the 6-7
hours carrying the vaccines and medical
supplies.” The Nungwaia nurses literally
“go the extra miles” to ensure their
patients receive health care services.
When we returned to wait for the plane,
airstrip agent Mark shared with us that
“Without CRMF providing the Tok Pisin
Bibles and MAF Pilots carrying a supply,
the community could not be changed as
we see today. More people are coming
to this area and they need Bibles. The
Bible is a great resource for us. It gives us
guidelines for our personal, family, and
community life. We no longer have any
of the bigger issues, men have stopped
drinking and smoking drugs, realizing
the Bible is true and full of good advice,
also in regards of family and marriage
problems.”
MAF is doing much more than flying
a few people in and out of a community.
MAF and CRMF, (Christian Radio Mission
Fellowship – a learning technologies
ministry of MAF), partner with Holy
Spirit to fulfill the great commission! l

When MAF Pilot Eivind and his family
suddenly had to evacuate their overseas home,
they also had to leave behind their dear family pet, Lulu. Little
did they know that they would be reunited in an amazing way
months later.

W

Previous Top Michael & Judith
Dupuis
Previous Bottom The MAF
plane draws an excited crowd
Above Left Pilot Michael
distributes Bibles from the
Bible Box
Above Right Judith visits with
a local pastor
Middle Audio Bibles bring the
Good News
Bottom A stack of Bibles goes
home with a happy villager

Above Lulu shows Eivind
her affection
Right A happy family
together again!

Watch a video of Lulu’s story at
www.mafc.org/stories/lulu

hen fighting broke out in Juba,
South Sudan, in July 2016,
MAF was forced to evacuate its
team of international staff and families.
Leaving at short notice, they had to say
goodbye to friends and colleagues – not
knowing if they would ever return to this
war-torn country. For MAF Pilot Eivind
Lindtjoern and his family, this meant
waving a sad farewell to much-loved
family dog, Lulu, who they had since she
was a puppy.
A kind friend agreed to re-home Lulu,
but they lived on the other side of Juba
in a neighbourhood unfamiliar to her.
Lulu didn’t settle well and after a couple
of months she tunneled out of her new
home to roam the tense streets of Juba.
The Lindtjoerns feared the worst – that
their four-legged friend was another
casualty of the ongoing instability in the
world’s newest country.
Eivind continued to fly in and out of
South Sudan from his new temporary
base in Kenya. Sometimes he would
overnight in Juba, returning to the old
MAF compound for food and sleep.
One night he was walking down the
street outside the compound when
suddenly he felt a nibbling at his leg.
He turned around and staring up at him
were the familiar brown eyes of Lulu.
“I was so happy. What is extraordinary

is that Lulu had grown up in the
compound and never left it before, so I
really don’t know how she made it back
here. She must have been roaming
around the city for weeks and how
amazing she should find me.”
When the family moved to serve in
Uganda, they were keen for Lulu to join
them. A lucky free space on an MAF
flight from Juba meant Lulu earned her
wings to a new life in a new country.
For this canine refugee there was a
happy ending, unlike so many of those
South Sudanese who have been forced
to flee their homes and leave their
families. May we continue to pray that
they too will soon find their way home. l
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WHEN THE
PLANES
CARGO
STORY &
PHOTOS
SIMON
WUNDERLI

MAF Pilots Simon Wunderli and Christiaan Haak departed on a flight that
was out-of-the-ordinary even for them: a multi-day ferry flight from
Moundridge, Kansas, USA to Mareeba, Australia in order to deliver the first
two new Cessna Caravans for preparation for service in Papua New Guinea.

PREFLIGHT

There is always a bit of trepidation
when embarking on something that
one has never done before. For me,
this new experience was ferrying an
airplane across endless hours of water.
It was certainly not a run-of-the-mill
flight for an MAF Pilot. Thankfully, we
had the help, knowledge, and support
network of experienced Canadian ferry
Pilot, Dylan Fast from FastAir to aid us in
our preparations.
After 24 hours of travel from Australia,
where I am based, to get to the other
side of the world, I was happy to crash
into bed in Newton – a small town just
south of Moundridge, Kansas - where
the airplanes were parked. The next few
days were spent trying to convince and
dupe my body clock into thinking that
everything was ‘business as usual’.
The five days available prior to
launching were busy enough: I spent
many hours emptying the two planes,
taking stock of everything in the pods,
and reloading them with a better
weight distribution. A good number of
shipping boxes that contained most of
our emergency equipment were also

waiting to be opened. Then the next
three big boxes that arrived held all our
navigational paperwork.
I ended up waiting at the airport a day
early to pick up Christiaan Haak, the
ferry Pilot for the second plane, because
I was off on my dates having crossed
the International Date Line during my
travel to the United States. I received a
bit of a quizzical look when I asked the
lady at the airport what the date was!
By Saturday afternoon, everything
was ready to go after the G1000 flight
systems finally received their up-todate databases for the trip. We had also
spent some time getting last-minute
items to supplement and complement
the emergency equipment that had
been purchased. Even though we’d been
watching the weather patterns all along,
we were now closely looking at what
was happening along our 7,500 nautical
mile (nm) route in preparation for our
departure the following morning.

FLIGHT DAY 1

On Monday morning we got up early
and drove up to Moundridge where we
loaded our personal gear on board the

plane and said our good-byes to the
great folks at Southwind Global, who
had shown us great kindness as we
prepared for our trip. With the break of
dawn, we fired up the PT6 engines of
our newly minted Cessna 208 Caravans
and, with a bit of trepidation and lots
of excitement, the throttle was pushed
forward! We took to the skies for our
first – wait for it – 10 minute flight to
Wichita! We first needed to load up a
whole bunch of jet fuel and, of course,
have a quick look at the Lockheed
Constellation parked at Wichita. Our
turn-around there was quick and
efficient as FastAir had organized fuel
releases for us in advance. Within the
hour we had picked up our first IFR
clearance and were in a slow climb up to
11,000 feet, our altitude that would only
vary a little during this first leg when we
had to climb to 13,000 over some higher
terrain en-route.
We enjoyed the simplicity of the
FAA system as our flight took us
from Kansas through Colorado, New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and finally
into California. As you can imagine
the landscape was forever changing,
and just as one “wow” was fading the
next seemed to form on my lips. This
leg of 1,200 nm was also the chance
for Christiaan and me to engage with
Flying For Life Winter 2019
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FLIGHT DAY 2

our cockpit and work the fuel system.
We had three extra fuel tanks on board,
holding between them an extra 1680
liters of fuel, giving us a total flight time
of just over 17 hours when including the
fuel in our wings.
Just as the sun was starting to set, we
were given radar vectors that brought
us both down for a visual landing into
Santa Maria. We finished our post-flight
in the dark and left our planes in search
of dinner and a bed.
The next day we re-fueled the planes
and then went in search of a shop that
could fill our hand-held emergency
breathing tanks. We also made some
final purchases and then filed our flight
plans for the next leg to Hilo, Hawaii.

It was still dark when we arrived at
the planes. We finished our pre-flight
checks and then jumped into our dry
suits for the first leg of our journey
over open water. We picked up our IFR
clearance and, with just a glimmer of
the impending day appearing on the
horizon, launched northward into the
still dark night sky. Before long, we were
glancing back at the receding coastline
with the sun just coming up over the
horizon. From here on it was blue on
blue - blue skies, blue water, and blue
GPS screens, (with a lot of white clouds
all over the place).
We had a steep initial learning curve
as we figured out the procedures and
made sure that we had the correct
clearances and radio channels. From
there on it was hourly calls on top of
the mandatory reporting points as the
propeller turned its way through the
2,200 nm journey towards the next
speck of dry land called Hawaii.
The synthetic vision on the GPS
was the by far the first to “see” that
there was land coming up. As we
received clearances into Hilo, we soon
descended into lower cloud and ended
up on the ILS approach over the ocean
into the airport. I landed just at dusk,
and Christiaan touched down just after
night finally enveloped Hilo.
We parked the planes and followed
the same procedure as the two days
previous, with dinner and bed on our

minds. We were picked up the next day
and returned to the airport to refuel the
planes for the next leg. We also did a
detailed post and pre-flight check on the
aircraft, knowing the next time we’d see
the planes would again be in the dark.
Of course there were jokes of spending
extra days on Hawaii, and while we were
watching and tracking the weather
we saw the need to delay the flight by
one day to allow time to determine if
some big storms on the way would start
diminishing, or continue to grow and
need to be avoided.

FLIGHT DAY 3

On the third day, at 4:30 in the morning,
we checked the weather again, and
talked each other into believing that the
storms we were looking at were slowly
dissipating. One of the challenges, and
areas of growth for us, was looking at
weather that was some hours old and
trying to predict what it would probably
end up being 8–12 hours in the future.
Having had a chat with Dylan the day
previous, we were pretty sure that this
flight should now be doable; so we
again found ourselves picking up our
IFR clearances in the dark of night and
taking off with a fuel heavy airplane,
flying out over the ocean straight into
rain and low clouds.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) was very
helpful and gave us radar vectors to
the best of their ability. As we climbed
through 8,000 feet, ATC was able to give

us unlimited radar vectors to get us on
course as quickly as possible, leading
us out of the weather. Just as that
happened, I broke out of the clouds and
was able to see the dawn break, with the
volcano of Hilo standing out against
the brightening sky. With the other
Hawaiian Islands to our right it didn’t
take too long before we again only had
water all around us.
Thirteen hours and 2,200 nm later,
with the sun low on the horizon, I
spotted the first chain of outlying
islands leading me towards Majuro,
the capital of the Marshall Islands. The
RNAV approach brought us down to the
runway where I landed safely, though

my flight tracker decided to indicate
that I had landed in the bay. This was
clarified about two hours later when we
were in the hotel where we had wireless
access again, and were able to confirm
numerous queries that all was fine.
We were warned that fuel was not
available for five days due to a delay in
the jet fuel shipment arriving by boat,
but thankfully because FastAir had
procured fuel releases in advance, these
were honored and as soon as we shut
down the planes, we were able to refuel for the final leg to Cairns.
The next day we spent the morning
walking around for several hours and
were glad to step back from the heat

Opposite Top A shiny new
C208 ready for flight
Opposite Bottom The first
of many fuelings for the
journey
Above Left MAF Pilot
Simon Wunderli ready for
takeoff
Above Right Emergency
supplies fly right seat
Below Extra fuel tanks on
board help increase total
flight time to 17 hours

Distance Walked: 10.6 km

Left Muddy road from
Mananara to Mandritsa
Opposite Top Mark with
guides Gaston and Akim
Opposite Bottom Kelly in a
village along the road from
Mananara to Mandritsara
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The Rendille people
celebrated the arrival of New
Testament Bibles translated
in their heart language, after
nearly 40 years of translation
work by AIM missionaries.

and humidity back into the hotel airconditioning. The rest of the day we
spent watching the weather and filing
flight plans for the last leg.

FLIGHT DAY 4

A CAUSE
FOR
CELEBRATION

We again departed in the early morning
and arrived, after a long, slow drive in
the dark, at the airport. We went through
the usual checks and preparations and
were able to pick up our IFR clearance.
We were looking forward to this flight
that would take us over the Solomon
Islands. At various times during the
2,200 nm leg the weather was looking
a bit dubious but, as we got nearer to
these darker areas, we were able to
navigate these storm systems without
many problems, sometimes in the clear,
sometimes in cloud.
We knew that when we reached the
Solomon Islands, which was about
half way, the weather onwards ought
to be clear- which it was. Due to the
continuous headwinds this was our
longest leg and, as we approached the
15 hour mark, I was able to witness a
spectacular and beautiful sunset over
the clouds looking eastward towards
Australia.
We were handed over from Brisbane
Center to Cairns approach and, with
the expected clearances, we gradually
worked our way down into the clouds,
and the spreading darkness, back
towards firm ground. With broken
clouds and decently high bases, I was
soon flying down the ILS towards the
now lit up runway. After landing and
parking at the international terminal,
it was fantastic to be met by the MAF
Tree Tops Manager, Peter, who had all
the necessary clearances and training
to receive foreign aircraft. Immigration
and Customs was a quick process and
was all completed right next to the
airplanes. From there we taxied over
to general aviation and parked the
airplanes for the duration of the night.

FLIGHT DAY 5

In the morning, it was only a quick 10
minute flight up to Mareeba where the
planes were greeted by MAF staff who
were happy to see the ‘hard facts’ of
what had been talked about for quite
some time.

Story: Kari Peters
Photos: Christiaan Haak and
Melvin Peters

I

The planes are now in the hands of our
engineers and avionics staff who will
finalize the preparations before they
are flown up to PNG where they will
commence service with MAF! l

Top Island views from
above on the trip from
Hilo to Majuro
Middle The planes arrive
in Cairns, Australia
Bottom The Pilots after a
job well done

n 1907, two AIM missionaries
journeyed on foot into northern
Kenya to survey the Rendille and
Samburu people. It wouldn’t be until
1960, when the Kenyan government
lifted the restrictions to missionary work
in the north, that the first missionaries
began working with the people groups
living in what has been described by A.
Beaman in his doctoral thesis on the
Rendille as “one of the most forbidding
human habitats in all of East Africa.”
In 1965, Earl Anderson was the first
AIM missionary to move to Loglogo
and begin working with the Rendille
people, bringing not only the Gospel,
but improvements to daily life such as
boreholes, medical care, and schools.
The Rendille, numbering about
65,000 people, are found in the northern
part of Kenya, occupying nearly 14,500
sq. km of arid semi-desert in southern
Marsabit District. The Rendille people
are traditionally pastoralists keeping
goats sheep, donkeys, and camels.
This year marks the completion of a
monumental undertaking that began
nearly 40 years ago. In 1981, Nick &
Lynne Swanepoel, missionaries with
AIM, began the development of the
Rendille language and oversaw the
translation work of the New Testament
by Bible Translation & Literacy. On
August 18th, people gathered in Korr
from around the world to celebrate
the completion of this project. Three
of MAF’s airplanes were involved in
bringing people to and from Korr for
the celebrations. MAF also had the

honour of flying in the newly printed
New Testaments to be distributed at the
celebrations.
“During the last few years of the
work, I was living in the UK,” Nick
Swanepoel explains. “Due to the
communications available I was able
to have fruitful sessions with the two
Rendille translators, Joshua Galimogle
and Laban Eysinkeele, as well as our
SIL consultant, Tom Matthews. On the
day of celebration, I had an overdose
of emotions, considering the long time
this project has taken and the power of
God’s Word to communicate with any
people. We returned to our home, but
the Rendille New Testament remains
to speak to the Rendille in their heart
language. Very soon, work on the Old
Testament will start!” Nick promises.
“As Rendille church we cannot
appreciate MAF enough for the
partnership with this journey that took
years, but have been so fruitful, as they
served us in Rendille land,” Pastor David
Gargule remarks. l

Top Pastor David Gargule,
(second from left), and
members of Rendille
church carry boxes of
New Testaments
Middle The people of Korr
celebrate the completion
of the New Testament in
the Rendille language
Bottom MAF Pilot
Melvin Peters with joyful
passengers
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Story & Photos Janna Berg

A

question that I am often asked, but is
difficult for a supporting missionary wife
to answer is: What does my day look
like? Most often I would define it as whatever,
or whomever, comes to my door.
In a culture where relationship is a very high
priority, and people are more important than
appearances, you find people arriving on your
doorstep every day. This doorstep could be
virtual or physical – on social media, or in a
text, or in my own yard.
Some mornings I wake up and a lady selling
pineapples has been waiting for me to see
her out the window since the crack of dawn.
Some evenings as I’m cooking dinner a friend
will show up just as the sun is setting for a
chat which results in sharing a meal. Some
days a friend will ping my phone and wonder
if they can come learn to bake something in
my kitchen. My friends don’t feel hindered by
the social ‘rules’ that I grew up with: check if
they’re home first, always be invited, don’t stay
long, vigilantly look for cues that might signal
your need to give them their space back.
Through these interactions, I’ve also learned
that when I set a boundary it isn’t offensive and
doesn’t create division. For the most part being
100% honest and saying what I think and feel
is very accepted and valued amongst my local
friends. These friendships have developed over
the 18 years we have lived in this community.
A wise friend told me early on that I would see
a lot of need and want to help everyone. She
wisely told me that ‘the reality is – you can’t.
So you need to choose to help a few and invest
into their lives’. These are some of the stories
of people that the LORD has given to me as a
missionary wife to invest in and love on . . .

Aleda

Aleda is a wonderful, godly woman who began
working in our home 4 years ago. She and I often
have mutually encouraging discussions about our
faith. She has a gentle spirit and a big heart that is
ready to help others, especially children who are
marginalized or abandoned. She has not had an easy
life but rather than pitying herself she uses her story
to reach out to others and serve them. When she's
not working in our home she's teaching preschool
and is heavily involved as a leader in her church's
Sunday school program. Last year a neighbour girl
had an unwanted baby and Aleda has taken this boy
in to help raise him. We are able to help her with the
needs that arise from adopting this baby.

Ibu Nobi

We have known Ibu Nobi for 18 years. She is a
widow. Her husband died from complications
with tuberculosis – unfortunately a common end
for Papuan people even though there is healing
medicine available locally for this disease. She tells
me that her children and community do not ‘see’
her and are often unkind to her or unwilling to see
her needs or to try to help her. One of her sons is
a notorious alcoholic and he will often come and
ransack her house, steal her belongings and sell them
to feed his addiction. Over the years of knowing her
we have been able to love her by helping her with
medical needs, giving her food, giving her work, and
keeping money and possessions safe at our home.
She is quick to smile and often we'll sit on my kitchen
floor and eat together while she tells me stories of
how the Gospel came to her people when she was
a little girl.

Sarah

We met Sarah in 2000 when she was 2 years old and
her mother worked in our home. She played with our
son, Jalen when he was a baby. Now she's a mother
herself and a dear friend. She had her own baby girl
in November and named her Janna Zoe which is a
huge honor to our friendship. Sarah and I have spent
many days in the kitchen together so I can teach her
how to bake cinnamon buns and sweet breads that
she now takes orders for and sells. She is a nursing
student who took a break to have her baby but
desires to finish her degree and move into a remote
village in the Papuan interior where she can serve her
own people by giving them health care.

Ibu Ritha

I met Ibu Ritha 11 years ago, at the time she was married with
2 daughters. Within a year of making her acquaintance her
world fell apart – her husband died in a mysterious accident
and her oldest daughter, who was adopted from her husband’s
family, was taken back by a relative on his side so that she
would be raised by her genetic ancestry. Women are seen as
investments in this culture, so for her to remain with her tribe
was seen as important for her marriage and her future. Ritha
continued to raise her own biological daughter. In a series of
unfortunate events, her daughter ended up expecting a baby
as a young teenager. Baby Felicia was born on Christmas Day,
2017. Now Ritha is also raising her granddaughter as her own.
There are many expenses as a single parent, especially with a
baby. While Ritha has a job that helps provide for her family
and is a very hard working lady, it is still difficult for her to
make financial ends meet. We are grateful that our family can
stand with Ritha and her girls to help them with some of the
resources that they need.

Ibu Mina

I met Mina 18 years ago when we first moved to Papua.
She faithfully works as a custodian at Hillcrest School and
has worked serving in this capacity for over 25 years. She is
a lovely lady who loves the Lord and has much joy serving
in the Lord's work in Papua and furthering the Gospel to her
people by working at the school. She grew up in a remote flyin village called Pyramid and moved to the city of Sentani just
after she was married in the early 1990s. Since I have learned
Indonesian better, we have connected as "kakak" (older sister)
and "adik" (younger sister) and focus on the fact that we are
sisters in Christ when we spend time together. Six years ago
she promised her sister who was dying that she would adopt
her youngest daughter and raise her – removing her from
an abusive home life with her biological father. The Lord has
provided so that our family can partner with her family to
sponsor this girl, Alia, in her schooling. Right now she's in 3rd
grade attending Papua Hope School, which is founded by MAF
members to give a solid foundation to the future generations
of Papuans.

Darren & Janna Berg moved to Indonesia in 2000
to teach at Hillcrest School (HIS) in Sentani, Papua.
Darren taught high school math until asked to
become the Principal in 2013. Jalen was born in
2001 during their first short term assignment, and
Kaya was born in 2003 just after they repatriated to
Canada. From 2003 until 2006 the Berg family lived
in Saskatchewan until the Lord called them to return
to Indonesia. Janna has filled many support roles at
HIS both in and out of the classroom. Jalen and Kaya
have completed most of their schooling at HIS and
love the cultural diversity of their classmates.
To learn more about Darren and Janna, visit
their profile page at mafc.org/missionaries/berg.
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Just as Jesus
was a teacher, we
want to follow His
example to teach
people about
God and life.

With the lowest doctor-to-patient ratio in the world,
there is precious little access to health care in Liberia.

P

regnant women are among those
who suffer most in any hospital
crisis.
Poor working conditions, inadequate
training, low pay and ingrained
poverty cause many doctors in Liberia
to search for better opportunities in
other countries. This is why there is
only 1 doctor for every 71,000 Liberians
– undoubtedly the root cause of the
country’s high maternal and neonatal
mortality rates.
In collaboration with WHO and the
Liberian Ministry of Health, Maternal &
Child Advocacy International (MCAI) is
establishing an innovative program to
upskill midwives.
Its vision is to improve maternal and
neonatal care through a hospital-based
approach where experienced midwives
are trained in advanced obstetrics
procedures normally undertaken by
doctors.
In September 2015, nine midwives
began a two-year apprenticeship under
the supervision of obstetrics trainer
Dr. Obed Dolo. These trainee obstetric
clinicians learned basic surgical
skills, pelvic anatomy and ultrasound
scanning and were taught to respond
to a major hemorrhage and carry out
major surgical procedures such as
caesarian sections.
MAF was able to fly MCAI’s senior
staff to assess the facilities of two rural
hospitals in Fishtown and Zwedru

– ensuring they had the necessary
equipment and facilities for advanced
maternity care.
The flight from the capital Monrovia
takes around an hour – saving the team
from spending an entire day travelling
by road and allowing them to visit both
hospitals in one day!
I accompanied Dr. Dolo and MCAI
Director, Professor David Southall on
the flight. Approaching Fishtown, the
plane turned sharply and I spotted the
airstrip nestled in the jungle around the
remote village.

Most of Dr. Dolo’s counterparts have
moved to other countries and better
paying jobs, so I was curious as to his
reasons for staying in Liberia.
“Because I love it!” was his instant,
enthusiastic reply. “There’s a great
feeling when you know you’ve made
a difference. There are times when
you’re frustrated and things don’t
work out – especially when the loss of
life is preventable. But, by improving
practices, you can reduce mortality
rates and see a positive outcome.”
Last year, those nine midwives – now

Story Sarah Newnham
Photos LuAnne Cadd and Mark & Kelly Hewes

newly-qualified obstetric clinicians
– began their internship across three
rural hospitals.
From the beginning of their
internship, the clinicians have been
working hard to organize the maternity
department in Zwedru. A more hygienic
and spacious area for medical staff to
deliver babies and care for patients has
since emerged.
Hospital staff were so excited at the
prospect of more skilled practitioners
coming to assist them. With an average
of four babies being delivered daily, the
arrival of these extra obstetric clinicians
was long overdue.
“The difference is huge!” reports
Medical Director Dr. Obasi. “Before the
new staff came, I was the only available
doctor so I was on the clock for 24
hours. I had little time for myself or to
go outside the hospital.”
The expectation is for a significant
increase in women coming to Zwedru
once word gets around that more
midwives have arrived at the hospital.
“Now we are at the hospital, the rate of
caesarean sections has been reduced,”
says one midwife, Jonathan. “We have
been able to perform vacuum deliveries,
too, thanks to our training. In general,
women should have safer pregnancies.”
Another midwife, Emmanuel, shares
that they also travel to rural clinics.
“We call mothers-to-be to the clinics
so they’re aware we’re here to help

them – particularly if they suffer any
complications.”
MAF flies a weekly shuttle to Zwedru
delivering
medical
supplies
and
providing fast, reliable transport for staff
and patients to other hospitals. “MAF
will help us because the road condition
here is ugly,” Jonathan concludes. “In
the rainy season, it is very, very difficult
to get anywhere. So, with MAF services
in place, it will be a great relief for us.” l

Above A new baby brought
safely into the world
Opposite Midwives
are trained to support
mothers-to-be
Right MAF flights support
the new midwife program
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WHERE MOST
NEEDED
That’s where you’ll find us.
We go where others can’t or won’t.
It’s also where you can make the
biggest difference in the lives of so
many. Consider giving a Where Most
Needed gift today and help keep us
Flying for Life.
Please give generously.
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Flying for Life.
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